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 An old, chronically online felon and meth addict Anonymous  09/30/22 (Fri)

02:22:02 e8229f  No.355217 

https://www.macon.com/news/local/article140196378.html

Andrew Lawrence McGovern ("Johnny Neptune")

He recorded him and his wife being old degenerate addicts: https://

www.bitchute.com/video/H1HTHAKIWuWA/

Here he comes screeching soon!

____________________________ 

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  09/30/22 (Fri) 02:52:30 273c11  No.355218 

>>355217

ive never been fond of neptune’s obnoxious tactics. hes a self described troll,

brags about defeating people/owning websites. that just abt says it all

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  09/30/22 (Fri) 02:53:39 05ecc6  No.355220 

Spam.

Glowtarded spam.

Try again light bright.

Bleed another screeching dying baby for adrenochrome and see what happens

Dolly Dagger.
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I'm so deep in your shit that I know what you ate before you ate it.

Quantum mechanics is very mysterious.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  09/30/22 (Fri) 20:27:00 652a51  No.355271 

>>355220

I wish I could enslave niggers

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 14:17:18 3c86b3  No.355294 

File: 19cc67a1d328a53⋯.png (804.98 KB, 1086x1080, 181:180, 

Picsart_22_10_01_09_47_37_….png)

>>355217

you forgot to mention the 20 year old chick that fucked my wife and I for the past

several days.

Her name is Taylor.

she finally left this morning.

……today is Saturday, right?

I honestly lost track
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Yeah, my wife and I met Taylor Wednesday night at a pizzeria, and she came over

to our place afterwards to hang out for a little while…

and yes, you know the rest of the story

of course, since I'm a felon and a recovering drug enthusiast (5 years clean) that

makes you a much better man than me…. obviously, right?…

after all, the ONLY reason you recently migrated here was being banned from

4chan, and you assumed this was your little safe haven todemonstrate how

superior you are

superior to blacks…. superior to jews…

superior to mexicans..Mexicans…

superior to ME, even…..

It's fair to say you are superior too almost everybody.. that's how you earned the

right to look down your nose at others…

It's Saturday morningso you're still making breakfast in bed for the girl you've

been fucking…

another big Friday Night fuckfest for the superior SUPREME GENTLEMAN… right,

Stud?

show us a picture of her…

I'm 58 years old… a fossil, a chronically online felon AND drug addict so my wife

and I had to settle for a 20 year old chick…

but you're NOT old…

you are YOUNG, VIRLE & HANDSOME

youre NOT chronically online..

in fact, video games computers and imageboards are unfamiliar to you… you are

more of a REAL LIFE type of guy…

and while my wife and I had to settle for this small breasted 20 year old, YOU can

obviously do better than me… because YOU'RE A BETTER MAN THAN ME..

so don't worry about hurting my feelings

I am a big boy… I can handle it…



post a photo of this most recent chick you and your wife have been fucking this

past week…

oh, I almost forgot….

Congratulations onFINALLYbeing able to figure out how to do a Google search on

somebody's name.. that's a very big feather to put in your big boy hat…

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 14:38:54 3c86b3  No.355296 

File: e1f816c54234d9a⋯.jpg (232.92 KB, 1080x1921, 1080:1921, 

Picsart_22_10_01_10_21_25_….jpg)

>>355217

I envy you……….

I really do……

while my wife, (who loves me very much, and has invested her entire life into my

life) and I had to settle for fucking a 20 year old,YOUhave been living the high life,

learning how to search somebody's name online, and I see you've even mastered

the Fine Art of downloading prepackaged unoriginal memes…

PLAYA

It's really not surprising you get so much pussy….

after all, what woman WOULDN'T want you?
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Taylor showed me this photo of her when she was 17, and it's interesting how

much more sophisticated and elegant she has become in only 3 years..

But like I said, I'm an old chronically online felon and "drug addict"…

So I've got to scrape from the bottom of the barrel when it comes to having sex

with two women at the same time..

OBVIOUSLY,YOUDO BETTER THAN ME…..

I've got so many bad qualities and you have so many amazing good qualities, and

you are young and vital…

I'm old and you are in the prime of your life

So of course you are more desirable to women than I am….

Show us a picture of this week's most recent sexual conquest….

Rascal, I bet she had you up all night last night, didn't she?…

I bet your wife and your new girlfriend are both still in bed right now, laughing

about how sore their vaginas are, just like my wife and Taylor were doing this

morning after breakfast…

(I'm sure you're familiar with the way sperm will lubricate a snatch, but when

you keep hitting it, the sperm eventually becomes more like a glue, and the

friction wears the snatch down like sandpaper)

You should create a meme about it, because memes are very important to you…

DARN IT !!……

I totally forgot you don't create memes.. you just download them, and then upload

them again..

You don't have time to create memes because you're too busy being a ladies man…

In a way, I almost would have preferred meeting Taylor 3 years ago…

There was something decidedly "Girls Just Want to Have Fun" about her kool-aid

hair and dye back then…

But I suppose I shouldn't be complaining because I'm lucky that any woman

would give me a second thought….

Because I'm no competition for a young healthy attractive virile stud like

yourself…



YOU'RE A GOD DAMNPUSSY MAGNET, aren't you?

that's one of MANY reasons I envy you

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 14:41:17 f5e6bf  No.355297 

>>355294

>>355296

blah blah blah

noone cares about your little threesomes

the fact this is your bragging point in life is very telling

good job OP for making the miserable asshole have another spamming

breakdown

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 15:11:28 31db11  No.355302 

File: d3229ccf3c6862e⋯.jpg (262.77 KB, 1080x1920, 9:16, 

Picsart_22_10_01_10_42_02_….jpg)

>>355217

I just realized you created your adorable little thread on THURSDAY NIGHT….
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that means while you were wrapping up an entire week's worth of frustrated

angry investigative research, and presenting your findings in here, my wife and I

had already fucked Taylor 3 times.

at the moment you posted this thread, we had no idea Taylor was going to stay

here for another couple days…

The only downside was the fact that everybody in here has seen that video dozens

and dozens of times.. I used to post it in here myself, but quite honestly I don't

remember which SD card I keep it on… I'm pretty sure it's on one of my

homemade porn SD cards, because that particular video culminated in some

pretty aggressive sex….

You know how it goes.. it's kind of like a Taekwondo match in bed… like UFC

Kickboxing with genitals instead of fists…

as you are WELL AWARE, once you start fucking them in the asshole, they get in

touch with their inner animal, and suddenly things get a bit out of control…

That's when they begin enjoying the role of punching bag…. even for an old

chronically online fell in drug addict like myself…

But it's nothing compared to the aggressive "Sexual Taekwondo" a guy like YOU

engages in…

Because I've got nothing going for me, but you are the complete opposite of me…

You Are Young, you are not chronically online, you are not a convicted felon, and

you are not a drug addict…

You are what every woman wants…

LOL @ THURSDAY NIGHT !!!

at 10:22, when you were typing at your computer, presenting the culmination of

your investigative research, we were actually watching ONE FLEW OVER THE

CUCKOO'S NEST, the best movie ever made…

Louise Fletcher passed away last week, and she was so good in One Flew Over The

Cuckoo's NEST ( it's fair to say she was even better than Jack Nicholson, and she

was the reason the movie won so many awards and became etched into the

collective consciousness of discriminating movie lovers)

Taylor is only 20 years old, so of course she was completely unfamiliar with One

Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest..NEST…

SO Wendy and I felt it was essential to turn Taylor on to the classic film, if for no

other reason than simply as a tribute to Louise Fletcher…



But I'm certain as soon as you were done creating this thread, exposing me to all

the people in here who had no idea who I was or anything about my past, you

probably had a much more attractive 20-year-old f** you and your wife and you

probably also had the wherewithal to realize you could broaden the 20-year-olds

Horizons by exposing her to One Flew Over the Cuckoo's nest, so she would finally

be able to understand the difference between a real film and the garbage you

young douchebags consider to be entertainment these days…

Hey I almost forgot….

You are better than blacks and Jews and Mexicans….

I'm excited because now we all get to see some of your superiority in action….

Simply claiming you are better than others is easy, so of course we are eagerly

awaiting your presentation of superiority….

So this is the part where you begin detailing a list of your personal

accomplishments of superiority that demonstrate how you have outshined other

people…

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 15:17:38 31db11  No.355304 

>>355297

bragging ?…….

You see a man explaining his lowly lot in life, his final days of desperation…..

and you perceive it as BRAGGING?…

I've got nothing to brag about.. I'm an old chronically online felon drug addict

Why would I brag about being inferior to you?

You're not a little kid anymore

you don't sit around playing video games and reposting unoriginal downloaded

memes on the weekends, like a little boy…

You are superior…

That's why you're here.. this is your white superiority Safe Haven…

You're the one who has everything to brag about, not me….



I'm just an old man who has to deal with the daily doldrums of emptying my

testicles into two women simultaneously…

But you're living the DREAM

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 15:31:28 31db11  No.355305 

>>355297

In fact it's fair to say you have once again demonstrated your uncanny

observational skills…..

I'm NOT the type of guy who spams

I have to be TRIGGERED into "completely losing control" and spmming out of

anger…

Just like I'm doing right now…

I am unfamiliar with your revolutionary new "imageboard culture", and it's

Cutting Edge etiquette…

this is NOTHING like a chatroom, is it?

You are part of an EXCITING NEW ERA in advanced genius online elitism, known

as IMAGEBOARD CULTURE

Society's Best….

the future is in good hands…

me?……… I'm just a lowly old chronically online felon and Drug addict…

After the embarrassment of living my life in the substandard real world, having to

endure the humiliation of marriages and raising children, being forced to face the

dehumanizing shame of being in my late 50s and fucking 20 year old women, I'm

not really in any position to brag about anything…

Not when I've got competition like you

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 15:47:32 31db11  No.355306 



>>355297

How could anybody ever dream of competing with you?

no sir…. I'm not "bragging"…..

I'm busy spamming…. because OPMADE ME SPAM

my existence revolves around the acceptance of adult males like you…

if I am not accepted into your elite group, then I become incredibly angry…

I'm usually a man of very few words…

I'm not known for posting long diatribes, but when I can't receive the acceptance

of video game adults like you, I become unhinged and soon find myself under the

control of people like OP, who manipulate me into going out of the norm, and

spamming…

This is really out of character for me, but I'm so Furious right now I simply can't

control myself…

YES ….. sure I have posted the video dozens times in here….

and YES, I regularly post the article about my arrest.. .

but there was something about the way OP finally stumbled on the information

and video everybody else has already seen a hundred times…. I simply couldn't

take it…

I snapped

And now I am angrily spamming, because guys like you are so much better than

everybody else, especially me…

There was something about the way he finally figured out how to enter my name

into a search engine that sent me off the rails…

So forgive me because as you know this is not my style…

He took control of my emotions and behavior with this thread…

He embarrassed me… he degraded me in front of all of my amazing online friends

who mean so much to me…

This is all I have in life… so his opinions mean everything…



And he did such a masterful job of exposing me for what I truly am, that I simply

couldn't handle it, and I basically lost my mind and freaked out and started

spamming….

Most people wouldn't have noticed how he made me spam….

But you are so astute, that you recognized I had suddenly changed my pattern of

behavior, huh?

Nothing gets past you, does it?

You noticed the subtle difference, because my normal everyday imageboard

culture behavior of "fitting in" and behaving exactly like everybody else suddenly

transformed into an angry BRAG SPAM TYRADE…..

You are really good at making observations

It's one of your more Superior traits of superiority

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 15:56:12 31db11  No.355307 

>>355297

speaking of bragging rights………

How's that relationship going? I hope she's doing well….

Attracting a life companion is the most essential, fundamental aspect of a man's

life, because being alone in life is not only torturous, but it also indicates a lack of

worth in the eyes of other human beings….

Even niggers and jews have enough quality traits to attract a life companion…

So obviously not having a life companion is a clear indication that women

consider you less than a nigger…

It's the surest sign that you simply aren't good enough…

that out of 4 billion women, not even one of them considers you to be interesting

enough or intelligent or attractive enough to give you a little bit of pussy and hang

out with you…

Living a life of solitude is perhaps one of the most opaque indicators of

worthlessness in the eyes of others



Because if a man is a complete loser, he will still have fat ugly women approach

him for sex and companionship…

So if a man doesn't even have a fat ugly desperate woman next to him, of course

that would mean even that ugly desperate disgusting women can do better than

him….

How's that relationship going?

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:08:56 31db11  No.355308 

>>355297

I hope you'll forgive me for experiencing this epic "breakdown"…..

But can you blame me?

When I compare myself to you, and the rest of your imaginary friends who never

did any pussy, because you're terrified of rejection…. it makes me feel bad about

myself….

When I receive negative scrutiny from a video game Sissy who spends his entire

existence online accomplishing absolutely nothing, having never seen a vagina in

front of his face, who has no children and no creativity or Talent OR remarkable

professional accomplishments, it bruises my self-esteem…

And I can't control my anger

I'm sure you can detect how angry I am right now…

I'm seething…..

But I've got every right to be angry because just look at me… I am already living in

shame about not mastering the downloading of memes and the fine art of

parroted mimicked image board culture catchphrases…

you have set a very high bar….

So how could I ever possibly compete with your amazing imageboard presence?

I'm just loser who had two women taking turns sucking and swallowing every

drop my testicles could produce since Wednesday…

Being an old chronically online felon drug addict who has two women taking

turns giving him deep throat for 4 days is nothing to brag about….



I'm ashamed I still haven't reached your level.. I am embarrassed that I haven't

achieved video game greatness in my adulthood like you did…

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:13:17 31db11  No.355309 

>>355297

By the way, stick around because this weekend I'm going to make sure you hear

every lurid detail about fucking Taylor…..

I've actually got a couple photographs but I'm not showing them because my wife

and Taylor are naked, and I'm not showing you my wife's vagina…

But I know you want to hear about how I spent the last few days literally pushing

Taylor's head farther, and packing the head of my dick far past her uvula, and she

finally got over the gag reflex thing…

And I promise I'm going to fill you in all all the juicy details….

So don't go anywhere because this is going to be a very informative weekend for

you

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:15:00 31db11  No.355310 

>>355297

there's a very simple reason why no woman wakes up next to you in the morning

Translation : you aren't good enough

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:17:11 31db11  No.355312 

>>355297

but WHO NEEDS PUSSY when they've got videogames, right?

I can see you now…..



Ever since wednesday, while I was fucking two women, YOU have been

demonstrating your superiority in front of that video game….

Because you are superior

You've mastered the art of life

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:19:06 31db11  No.355313 

>>355297

you are less than any nigger

you are a stunted development child

who justifies his fear which led to his lack of accomplishment by convincing

yourself it was an intentional decision on your part…..

YOU ARE ALONE, BECAUSE NOBODY WANTS YOU

It wasn't your decision

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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JIM STONE COMMENTS:

Europe warns about mobile network outages because of power shortages???

https://www.msn.com/en-ca/money/topstories/exclusive-europe-braces-for-mobile-

network-blackouts-sources/ar-AA12n8dn

Now THAT is BS. There is no conceivable way any cell system which can talk to a

phone that has at most 4 watts and usually 300 milliwatts under normal

circumstances needs more than a 400 watt solar panel that should now cost at

most $400. This is just BUNK that paves the alley of stupidity with a way to fool the

masses into accepting outages that are nothing but a way to control the flow of

information "when needed". Cell towers have battery banks that keep them going

for 3 days with no power available to boot. And THAT is going to go out? That's

more than silly, it is downright stupid.

BEWARE: At least some forms of the flu shot will be MRNA from now on: https://

fucktime.com/we/suck/as/liars/mrna-flu-shot-2022/

Look at the sleazy approach TIME takes with that article. They are calling the total

failure MRNA shots a "remarkable success" when anyone who knows anything at

all or can think at all knows full well they were an absolute failure AND

catastrophe. What a sickening white wash by the once reputable (40 years ago)

TIME.

MY COMMENT: I don't take ANY of their vaccines anymore so of-course I won't

trust these mass murderers! Time is the same magazine that called The Ropers

one of the "worst American spin-off sitcoms" in history, which was total BS! So I'll

fuck their link up for this OP!

RUMOR: It appears IAN was used by FEMA to raid people's homes while they were

"evacuated"

Hurrican IAN damage? The hoax is on. READ THIS HEADLINE and then look at the

actual photos. Aside from storm surge, literally nothing happened, "entire trees"

get ripped out starting at 65 MPH for the weak ones, and 90 MPH for the strong

ones. If the winds really were 155 mph, not a single tree should be standing. This

Daily Mail report is a classic example of "dumbing down", if there's that much

storm surge and the structures are still there, there were no 155 MPH winds to go

with it: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-11260497/Shocking-photos-

sheer-scale-destruction-wrought-Hurricane-Ian.html

They are lying about IAN and counting on people to be too stupid to see it. Why?

So FEMA has an excuse to be VERY NAUGHTY.

https://www.msn.com/en-ca/money/topstories/exclusive-europe-braces-for-mobile-network-blackouts-sources/ar-AA12n8dn
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So far all the damage photos show what was destroyed in the storm surge zone,

and boats that were washed ashore. That will happen with ANY hurricane or even

a strong tropical storm, according to the wind maps IAN was only category 1.

ANY hurricane that makes landfall in a populated area will do what IAN did, even

a cat 1. That is the price of putting your home right on the shore. The only serious

damage photo I have seen from IAN outside the surge zone was a trailer park,

which will stand up to what?? Maybe I'll change my mind if more gets shown, but

when it comes to hurricanes, if the shoreline is in the photo, the photo does not

count because storm surge is a reality.

THE BIG story with IAN is that it is rumored FEMA conducted home raids while

the owners were evacuated. If that is the case, that is the story of IAN. They can

show all the damage photos they want, but FEMA would have known if IAN was

truly dangerous, and if it was, they would have been out of there too, NOT

RAIDING HOMES.

There is no way out of it. IAN was NOT a serious storm, it was an excuse for FEMA

to be as evil as it was during Katrina. FEMA home raids when everyone is

evacuated?? How cute and trustworthy!! A new type of weather warfare!!

Be ready for horror stories about "how bad Ian was" because if FEMA is doing

this, they are going to need awesome cover. How many levees will they blow?

Well, considering there are none to be blown, the story line is going to HAVE TO

BE huge!!

MY COMMENT: This could be true, which is why you should NEVER trust

government or their declared "emergencies", they'll likely start stealing people's

food stockup as well!! Can't have preppers with guns and food in a communist

country, can you!? I just hope if they are doing this they get their asses shot at!

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:34:15 69ae17  No.355317 
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>>355312

1. Sexual objectification of women.

2. Wanton promotion of concupiscence

3. Glorification of prurient interests

4. Corruption of the marriage bed

THREE DAY BAN

no wait….

FOUR DAY BAN! >:^(

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:44:20 31db11  No.355319 

>>355316

what's up, killcen?…..

Good to see you man.. Wendy and I have been busy, you could say

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:46:21 31db11  No.355320 

>>355316

I took Wendy to a pizza parlor and while we were there a hot as hell 20 year old

chick came and started talking to us. The next thing you know she was at our

house…

She finally left this morning. Let it suffice to say good old Johnny still has what it

takes

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 16:56:24 ec2947  No.355321 



>>355320

FIVE DAY BAN! >:^((((((

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:10:21 a4ab5f  No.355322 

>>355317

Of course you're familiar with the movie IDIOCRACY, where Luke Wilson is

accused of "talking like a fag", simply because he's smarter than the other

people…

well, ironically enough….

YOU TALK EXACTLY LIKE A FAG

And it has absolutely nothing to do with intelligence…

in fact, any possible theoretical Intelligence on your part was immediately

disproven by your comment, and your lack of ability to even realize that your

words were those of a FAG.. ..

a cowardly terrified little sissy who has never looked a woman in the eyes and

asked her to go on a date….

terrified of rejection….. so he never even tries.. 

FAILING DUE TO HIS FEAR OF FAILURE

a cowardly, inexperienced little videogame Sissy, who has never had a girlfriend,

who has absolutely zero experience with romantic relationships with women, but

pretends to understand the real life parameters of a marriage, and holds childish

Walt Disney sissy boy misperceptions about morality and what married couples

do in real life…

A frightened little man, without enough experience to understand the logistics of

marriage, which is exactly why he believes in effeminate fantasies about

"corrupting the bed of marriage"…

An EFFEMINATE girlishadult malewho holds idealized fairytale notions about

"what women want", and thanks women are looking for a man who won't

sexually objectify them…..

and THAT'S exactly why you're still a virgin at your age



you're basically a LITTLE GIRL

It's readily apparent that you are a stunted Development Little Child trapped in

the body of an adult male, an entire lifetime spent, yet you are still stuck in the

developmental stage of a 7 year old….

but even more importantly it's NOT a 7 year old boy….

you are a girl…..

You don't think behave or speak like a man….

You don't even behave speak or think like a boy…

YOU TALK LIKE A FAG

L I T E R A L L Y . . . .

LIKE A FAGGOT….

any adult male who chastises sexually & socially accomplished men for

"concupiscence and prurient interests" not only talks like a fag, but also isn't

intelligent enough to realize he just demonstrated his childish failed attempts at

justifying the fact that he's too much of a coward to look a woman in the eyes and

introduce himself like a man….

The little boy with the little penis and the huge need to pretend his failure with

women was an intentional decision on his part, based on a carefully weighed

moral belief….

You are not a man, and you never will be

You've already reached adulthood, so it's not like you're ever going to suddenly

develop into a man

Thank you for finally admitting what you are

And as of today, you can now move forward with your life, no longer feeling as if

you are being forced into falsely presenting yourself as a heterosexual

That must be a huge weight off your shoulders

It must have been quite a burden for you all these years, trying to come up with

another justification or far-fetched excuse about having deep moral values, and

pretending you are a discriminating overly judgmental Puritan heterosexual, who

demands only the very best, and that's the reason why you never even started…



Feeling you had to continue pretending there was simply no woman good enough

for you out there, and that's why you are saving yourself until you find the perfect

woman…

While you continue masturbating and masturbating and masturbating and

masturbating and masturbating and masturbating and masturbating and

masturbating and fantasizing

Pretending as if you are a staunch heterosexual, who simply refuses to begin his

heterosexuality until he finds somebody good enough for him…

As you download more photographs of shirtless muscular men….

Watching superhero movies and appreciating the musculature of the handsome

actors…..

Playing video games and downloading and video games and masturbating and

even scores and video games and masturbating and masturbating

Now you don't have to pretend anymore

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous SAGE!  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:20:45 90c177  No.355323 

>>355320

I must apologize. I thought a couple days ago you passed away from the spike

protein mRNA clot shot, as I've been reading about lots more people dying from it.

I am glad to know you are still alive and well.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous SAGE!  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:21:54 90c177  No.355324 

>As you download more photographs of shirtless muscular men

WTF did I miss while I was here?

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -
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Nevermind. I don't want to know honestly.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:37:09 67caf8  No.355328 

little old "Johnny Neptune" still busy spamming and then moving the goal posts

when called out on his reasoning

just another normal day for a mentally insane man who shouldn't even be using

this "chat room" (lmao) at his age

In all little Johnny's arguments to prove he's better (I know, I know, you're gonna

say "im not trying to be better, Im just spamming for no reason! im totally not

trying to convince myself of anything!!!11) he always fails to be truthful with

himself…

Never will poor Johnny acknowledge that he's here to make people feel as pathetic

as he is. He will die a liar.

No well-adjusted individual does what he does.

No secure man feels the need to rant about these things, especially not to

strangers.

No secure man brags (I know, I know, you're not trying to brag, right?) about a 3

some with his OLD PROSTITUTE wife…

Nobody wants what you have. Nobody wishes they did LSD at 12 or got in

fistfights blah blah blah.

Only you care.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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>>355324

Well, in the name of technical accuracy and absolute forthcoming honesty….

In this particular case, I have not actually witnessed him in the active

downloading please I'll let you know hypothetical photographs, crystal clear high

resolution photography, of chiseled handsome muscular shirtless men, sprayed

with gelatin by a makeup team to capture the Cinematic Rim lighting

But since there's a better than 65% chance he has hundreds of such photographs

on his little sissy boy computer?….

Those are my kinds of odds

So I'm willing to gamble that I'm right, quite literally in fact

by the way, my wife created this using AI

her prompt was Wendy Neptune's Space Elevator, with her own added lighting

and scenic criteria….

it's nice

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous SAGE!  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:44:34 55002f  No.355331 

>>355328

He's petrified of being alone, even for an instant.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -
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Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 17:56:33 3f4210  No.355332 

>>355331

Why would I be afraid of being alone?

You really don't get it, do you?

That even further proves your lack of experience…

Since you've never had anybody who cares about you or loves you, never had a

girlfriend or a wife or even a one-night stand.. not even one person who was

willing to invest one evening of her life into yours… of course you don't don't have

the experience required to gain the perspective of somebody who has spent their

entire life experiencing companionship from women, whether it's just a one-night

stand or a 16-year marriage, and everything in between you could possibly

imagine….

You're one of those starving Ethiopian children who tries to convince himself that

well-fed people are "terrified of going hungry"

……why would I be afraid?

Since I was 15 years old, I've never gone more than four or five days tops without

a girlfriend or a wife or at least a chick sucking my dick that night….

100% true…..

I would and one relationship and say to myself,"FINALLY, I get to spend sometime

by myself for a while"

Because I like myself.. I enjoy being alone… even though I've never gone more

than 5 days without the next woman suddenly appearing in my life.. of course I

cherish my moments alone

And that's your problem.

Instead of actually experiencing life and learning that "everything you thought

you knew was wrong", you're too busy trying to convince yourself that you know

everything…

How's that working out for you?

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 



Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 18:13:12 5fa457  No.355333 

>>355331

You have no experience, so you gravitate towards predictable tropes and parroted

misperceptions of other similarly inexperienced young adult males…..

You'd like people to proceed you as a knowledgeable authoritarian on life, who

can somehow glean "the fear of being alone" from a man who has spent his entire

adult life desperately wishing for the next possible opportunity to go maybe 6

months without a woman at my side….

a man who QUITE LITERALLY mentions his "frustration at never really getting a

chance to just be by myself for a little while" to every woman I've dated….

Of course you can't grasp the magnitude

If I told you that I have taken well over 700 women to bed before, you would focus

on your ego and you would insist "I'm bragging"…

but the reason I'm telling you I have emptied my nuts into well over 700 women (

to be honest with you there was a certain point where I stopped counting but I

had already gone over 700 whose names I had remembered, and several dozen

whose names I never bothered to ask)

You'd be surprised to discover exactly how many girls will take you into the

woman's restroom and let you fuck them if you ever disconnected from your

video game sissy world and actually went out there and began living life like a

man…

so this isn't "bragging", although your opinion means nothing….

your approval isn't required…..

I am the TEACHER…..

and you are the oppositional dumb student in the back of the classroom who likes

to keep disrupting the lesson

AGAIN : You can ask any of my wives or girlfriends, and they will all tell you that

they knew I had always wanted to just have a few months or a year maybe just by

myself, but I never really had that opportunity

…………………next?

Anymore misperceptions about marriage or life in general that you would like to

clear up while you have this magical opportunity?



Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 18:25:03 5fa457  No.355334 

File: 42e5b610529608f⋯.jpg (173.49 KB, 857x1200, 857:1200, 

IMG_20221001_132411.jpg)

>>355331

My wife also created this picture using AI, and she's really really good at defining

modifying prompt criteria to create magnificent results….

Imagine if you could find a female to sit beside you and create artificial

intelligence graphics for 30 minutes….

Now imagine having a woman spend an entire hour hanging out with you… she

could be anywhere else, and she's well aware of this fact. But she would rather be

with you, because she finds you interesting and appealing, and she feels

comfortable sitting next to you….

Now I want you to imagine a woman who wakes up every morning next to you in

bed and kisses you and tells you "good morning I love you", and you decide who's

making coffee this morning…

I R O N Y :

If you'll notice I'm really not complaining that much about never having a chance

to spend much time with myself…lol

but….
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I don't fear being alone because I've spent my life secretly Desiring an opportunity

to be alone

while YOU don't fear being alone because you have no choice, you had to simply

accept loneliness and learn to embrace it… it's become so overwhelming that you

finally caved in and began convincing yourself that it was your choice

I think the astronaut is amazing. 

Her basic search was "Wendy Neptune astronaut sunbathing in outer space", but

as you know the exact search criteria changes everything, so she has her own

certain proprietary prompts

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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over 700 beautiful women and teenage girls is becauseyou need to know

YOU NEED TO KNOW THAT 700+ IS NOT A PARTICULARLY HIGH NUMBER

if you can do simple math, then you'll realize there are 365 days in a year…

there are 365 nights in a year…..

so the number700+isn't an unrealistically high number.

especially not for a man my age….

the number 700 isn't anything to "brag about"…
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a large number of them approached ME

so I was only "trying" half the time…

if I had tried more often, the number would be much higher….

THIS IS THE BEST ONE….. she kept the same prompt, but changed the cinematic

prompts regarding the lighting aspects, etc

you're a punk

but you don't have to be

there is a possibility 

for light at the end

of your lonely tunnel

but you'll never find it by convincing yourself, instead of learning

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 18:48:31 5fa457  No.355336 

>>355328

your reaction to my existence

is comedy gold

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 20:26:08 e012eb  No.355349 

i thought this was like /pol/ but instead there's this fucking guy spamming about

how he had a threesome and talking about it as if we even wanted to know?

what the hell is this? is it normal for there to be a weirdo talking to himself in the

comments about how he made stuff with AI and fucked his wife etc etc??

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 



Anonymous SAGE!  10/01/22 (Sat) 20:59:29 55002f  No.355364 

File: 1054c61a6981225⋯.jpg (67.41 KB, 497x427, 71:61, 

You_Have_to_Go_Back_to_Hal….jpg)

>>355349

> i thought this was like /pol/

(You) have to go back.

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 21:01:07 b4bca7  No.355365 

>>355334

shut up. this the internet bro

Stop volunteering information and then people wouldn't think that you are so

annoying

IF NOBODY ASKED, THEN WE DONT WANT TO KNOW and we truly do not give a

flying fucking shit

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 

Anonymous  10/01/22 (Sat) 21:08:35 92219c  No.355370 

>>355365 Just walk away. There's no point in arguing with this guy. Don't get

involved.
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He actually does not comprehend that this is the internet, and not his personal

toilet. 

He, Neptune, implicitly has tricked himself into thinking this is where people care

about the nasty things he says, which makes me question if perhaps he was cyber

bullied, was too sensitive and tried to turn it back onto others for fun.

Neptune doesn't understand that he shouldn't emotionally invest himself into

arguments with people online, because he has nothing better to do - but you do.

Save yourself, child.

Walk away from this shitty place

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -

do not necessarily reflect the views of the 8kun administration. 
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>>355334

> I don't fear being alone because I've spent my life secretly Desiring an

opportunity to be alone

So petrified of being alone that he could never even bring himself to attempting

his "Secret Desire", even for a few days, in all these decades.

Yep. I smell fear.

Besides, (You)'ve admitted it many times. (You)'re not even psychologically capable

of being "alone". (You)'re a very very NEEDY "Persona". (An "Attention-Whore" to

boot.)
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I'd be embarrassed if I were (You), but instead (You)'ll lash out at "Others",

painting them with the diarrhea hate-spam (You) know is actually true about

(You)rself.

> this post is more astute than the Bullshit (You) fill every space with, I know

— but (You) can handle the TRUTH about (You)rself, right? (You)'re not

afraid, are (You)?

If (You) were toLOOK WITHIN, past all the bullshit (You) make up about "Others"

within the narrow confines of (You)r own mind, (You) may see the scared little boy

EVERYBODY "Else" sees — the one who is "Petrified" of being Alone (not even

giving credence to the beautiful Dance of Non-Duality, and decidedly cheapening

the experience of Interaction With "Other" by clutching to "Persona" so tightly as

to miss the point of Consciousness altogether!)

It's OK. Nobody really cares if (You) want to act like an utter fool, or believe that

(You)r Judgements about "Other" have more value than they do.

But (You)r Stance is both Juvenile and Toxic, and (You)'ll find that the Universe

will reflect that fact back at anyone [like (You)] taking that stance on regular

occasion, so I hope (You)'veENJOY!ed this one!

Also,

> Extended Summer this year?

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -
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>>355374

Couldn't have said it better myself. Little Johnny projects oddly specific things

about himself and expects us not to realize it.
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Pic is Andrew Lawrence McGovern (the loser himself)

P.S. WENDY IS A WHORE LOL

Disclaimer: this post and the subject matter and contents thereof - text, media, or otherwise -
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